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The past quarter saw heightened volatility in global stock indices and currencies on account of threats 

of trade barriers and shifts in established global alliances. We are stock pickers and should not be 

swayed by the news flow of the day, but unfortunately, in the short term these developments do 

impact share prices and currencies and as such impact fund performance. The Fund performed 

reasonably well, until the last days of June where it gave up some of its relative outperformance.  As 

a result, the fund declined for the quarter and also underperformed the benchmark. For the 2018 year 

and longer periods, the fund is still well up in nominal terms, ahead of the global benchmark and also 

in the top quartile of competitor funds. 

 

Global trade wars (or the threat thereof) do matter. We’ve grown up in a globalising world where 

trade and other barriers were steadily decreasing, enabling global integrated logistic chains and trade.  

Rarely do you still find a complex product assembled in the country where it is predominantly sold 

with components from that country only. As an example, the iPhone is designed in the US, yet the 

assembly by Foxconn in China relies on components from the US (from touchscreen controllers to 

flash memory), Korea (Samsung screens, processors and memory chips), Italy (power management 

controllers), Taiwan (accelerometers, etc.), Japan (Bluetooth and Wi-Fi components), Germany 

(network components), etc. And behind these companies would be further layers of base material 

suppliers, all the way to the lithium mine in Chile. These supply chains have been developed on the 

basis of best practice and price, and falling trade barriers over many years. A simple, political edict on 

trade barriers could throw all of this into disarray and it will not be trivial to replace suppliers or 

assembly facilities. What’s more concerning to us is the unpredictability of these political moves. 

 

That said, these developments could also offer opportunities to the Fund. Trex is a good example; they 

manufacture composite decking material. Essentially these are high-end ‘plastic’ wood planks, a 

quality product with a 25 year guarantee made from recycled plastic in the US. China has recently 

banned the import of recycling plastic, and the US has slapped hefty duties on Canadian lumber and 

cut corporate tax rates. Suddenly, Trex’s input cost has dropped (there is a glut of recycling plastic in 

the US, now that it cannot be shipped to China anymore), its tax rate is lower and its competitor 

product in the market (real wood decking) has become more expensive. The Trex share price is up 

over 80% in the last year making Trex one of the top five contributors to the Fund’s performance. We 

not only retained our position, we added recently on account of the trade issues. The other side of 

this trade was to cut our stake in Haier, the Chinese white goods manufacturer, as their global business 

will be facing headwinds. 

 

A more fundamental issue that is causing some underperformance (in the short term) in the Fund is 

the debate around memory chip pricing. Computing devices require two types of memory; short term 

DRAM (think of it as ‘work in progress’ storage – when you switch off the machine, this memory is no 

longer required and hence lost) and longer term storage (in the past mostly hard drives, but recently 

increasingly with NAND chips that contain no moving parts and enables faster to access memory).  

Traditionally the DRAM and NAND chips were seen as commodities with the over/under supply 

significantly swinging component pricing. As the factories required to make these chips are very  
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expensive, supply is being added in lumps, which then influences total supply dynamics. SK Hynix of 

Korea highlighted that one chip factory costs five times what Lotte tower, the newest, tallest 

skyscraper in Seoul cost. Likewise, one chip manufacturing machine is as expensive as a fighter jet in 

the air force. 

The last two years have seen significant price increases in DRAM and NAND chips as industry demand 

has been strong on the back of significant smart phone sales and the advent of cloud computing, whilst 

there has been limited extra manufacturing capacity added, because of the cost and complexity. With 

smart phone sales flattening off and an argument that most of the cloud data centres required have 

been built, sceptics argue that there will be an oversupply of memory chips. There is also a new 

generation of manufacturing facilities being built that will add to industry capacity of higher density 

memory chips.  Still we disagree that this will simplistically lead to an oversupply of memory chips.  

Data is being generated at an ever increasing rate, not just by smartphones, but increasingly by new 

‘internet of things’ devices and the global online industry. More and more data processing with 

artificial intelligence (mostly recommendation engines at present), machine learning, blockchain, etc. 

all require more and more processing and storage of data, be it in the cloud or at the edge of the 

network (like the smartwatch on your wrist that stores training data). Higher resolution TVs now 

means that a single movie takes up to 20Gb of storage. Cloud computing requires ‘hyperscale’ data 

centres to handle this exponential growth in data generation. Google will be the ninth largest US 

construction company based on the number of cloud data centres they are building. They are adding 

nine tons of memory chips to their data centres on a daily basis. Cisco expects about 30% compound 

growth in memory chips required for the medium term. 

Whilst the requirement for absolute memory storage is growing, industry players are increasing the 

density (read: complexity) of memory chips. This requires significant capex and diminishing marginal 

returns. As a result, only three really big players remain viable: Samsung, SK Hynix and Micron.  

Whereas a number of Chinese players are investing heavily, the rapidly evolving complexity makes 

catching up very hard. 

The result of this debate around the cyclical nature, or not, of the DRAM industry has led to share 

price underperformance (Samsung has declined about 14% in 2018). This creates opportunity. If you 

believe that the price of DRAM will not decline significantly (we expect only a marginal decline), 

Samsung’s expected earnings will result in a 6X P/E multiple and a 3% dividend yield, whilst still 

growing their earnings (from selling more DRAM, but also getting contributions from other parts of 

the business like the OLED screens now being adopted by Apple too). 

The two discussions above illustrate how we look at global developments; the first, finding 

opportunity amongst global political driven uncertainty, the second where we do fundamental, 

bottom up research to identify stocks where we believe there is a large mismatch between market 

valuation and what the company can deliver. 

 

 


